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The nature of the pseudogap phase of the copper oxides (‘cuprates’) 
remains a puzzle. Although there are indications that this phase 
breaks various symmetries, there is no consensus on its fundamental 
nature1. Fermi-surface, transport and thermodynamic signatures 
of the pseudogap phase are reminiscent of a transition into a phase 
with antiferromagnetic order, but evidence for an associated long-
range magnetic order is still lacking2. Here we report measurements 
of the thermal Hall conductivity (in the x–y plane, κxy) in the 
normal state of four different cuprates—La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4, 
La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4, La2−xSrxCuO4 and Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6+δ. We 
show that a large negative κxy signal is a property of the pseudogap 
phase, appearing at its critical hole doping, p*. It is also a property 
of the Mott insulator at p ≈ 0, where κxy has the largest reported 
magnitude of any insulator so far3. Because this negative κxy signal 
grows as the system becomes increasingly insulating electrically, it 
cannot be attributed to conventional mobile charge carriers. Nor is 
it due to magnons, because it exists in the absence of magnetic order. 
Our observation is reminiscent of the thermal Hall conductivity of 
insulators with spin-liquid states4–6, pointing to neutral excitations 
with spin chirality7 in the pseudogap phase of cuprates.

Among the different families of unconventional superconductors, 
magnetism and superconductivity are often closely associated8. A nota-
ble exception is the family of hole-doped cuprates, where superconduc-
tivity mostly coexists instead with the pseudogap phase, which is an 
enigmatic state of matter whose nature remains unclear1. The critical 
doping p* (for the onset of the pseudogap phase) bears the hallmarks 
of an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point2, with a sharp drop in 
the carrier density n from n ≈ 1 + p above p* to n ≈ p below p*, a 
resistivity linear with temperature T, and a specific heat with a log(1/T) 
dependence. Yet, there is no evidence for long-range magnetic order 
appearing at p*. However, numerical solutions of the Hubbard model 
have shown that a pseudogap phase can arise from short-range antifer-
romagnetic correlations9. It has been argued that an exotic state with 
topological order can account for such a pseudogap and for the drop 
in carrier density without breaking translational symmetry10, but the 
low-energy excitations of such a state have yet to be detected.

In recent years, the thermal Hall effect has emerged as a powerful 
probe of magnetic texture and topological excitations in insulators.  
On the theory side, a non-zero thermal Hall conductivity κxy was 
shown to arise even without long-range magnetic order, either from the 
spin chirality of a paramagnetic state7 or from fractionalized (topolog-
ical) excitations in a spin liquid11. On the experimental side, a sizeable 
κxy has been measured in insulators without magnetic order, such as 
the spin-ice system Tb2Ti2O7 (ref. 12) and the spin-liquid systems RuCl3 
(ref. 4), volborthite5 and Ca kapellasite6.

In cuprates, studies of κxy have so far been limited to the super-
conducting state13–15, except for the case of YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCO) at 
p = 0.11, where κxy was measured in the field-induced normal state16, 

which has charge-density-wave order2. See Methods for a discussion 
of this particular case.

Here, we investigate the thermal Hall response of the pseu-
dogap phase via measurements of κxy in four different cuprate 
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Fig. 1 | Phase diagram and thermal Hall conductivity of cuprates.  
a, Temperature–doping phase diagram of Nd-LSCO, Eu-LSCO and LSCO, 
showing the antiferromagnetic phase below the Néel temperature TN and 
the pseudogap phase below T* (ref. 29), which ends at the critical doping 
p* = 0.23 for both Nd-LSCO (ref. 17) and Eu-LSCO (ref. 30). For LSCO, 
p* ≈ 0.18 (ref. 29). Short-range incommensurate spin order occurs below 
Tm, as measured by µSR on Nd-LSCO (squares21), Eu-LSCO (circles31) and 
LSCO (triangles32). The coloured vertical strips indicate the temperature 
range where the thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T at the corresponding 
doping decreases towards negative values at low temperature (see b).  
b, Thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T versus temperature in a field H = 15 T, 
for four materials and dopings as indicated, colour-coded with the vertical 
strips in a. On the right vertical axis, the magnitude of κxy/T is expressed 
in fundamental units of thermal conductance per plane (kB

2/ħ).
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Fig. 1 | Phase diagram and thermal Hall conductivity of cuprates.  
a, Temperature–doping phase diagram of Nd-LSCO, Eu-LSCO and LSCO, 
showing the antiferromagnetic phase below the Néel temperature TN and 
the pseudogap phase below T* (ref. 29), which ends at the critical doping 
p* = 0.23 for both Nd-LSCO (ref. 17) and Eu-LSCO (ref. 30). For LSCO, 
p* ≈ 0.18 (ref. 29). Short-range incommensurate spin order occurs below 
Tm, as measured by µSR on Nd-LSCO (squares21), Eu-LSCO (circles31) and 
LSCO (triangles32). The coloured vertical strips indicate the temperature 
range where the thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T at the corresponding 
doping decreases towards negative values at low temperature (see b).  
b, Thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T versus temperature in a field H = 15 T, 
for four materials and dopings as indicated, colour-coded with the vertical 
strips in a. On the right vertical axis, the magnitude of κxy/T is expressed 
in fundamental units of thermal conductance per plane (kB
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Comparison of cuprates to other oxides. a, 
Thermal conductivity of two isostructural oxides, plotted as κxx/T versus 
T at H = 0, namely Y2Ti2O7 (red) and Tb2Ti2O7 (blue) (data points39). The 
presence of disordered magnetic moments in Tb2Ti2O7 produces a strong 
scattering of phonons, seen as a massive suppression of κxx (15-fold at 
T = 15 K). b, Field dependence of κxx, plotted as ∆κxx(H)/κxx(0) versus H, 
with ∆κxx = κxx(H) − κxx(0), at T = 15 K (blue data points12). The strong 
effect of field (30% in 8 T) is a direct signature of the strong coupling 
between phonons and spins in Tb2Ti2O7. Also shown is the transverse 
response in Tb2Ti2O7 at T = 15 K, plotted as κxy/T versus H (red data 
points12). Note that in Y2Ti2O7, κxy = 0 (ref. 12). c, Thermal conductivity of 

two Nd-LSCO samples, on either side of p* (red, p = 0.24; blue, p = 0.21), 
plotted as κxx/T versus T at H = 18 T (data points). We see that contrary 
to Tb2Ti2O7 (a), the appearance of the negative κxy signal in Nd-LSCO 
below p* is not accompanied by a large suppression of κxx (see Extended 
Data Fig. 3). d, Same as b but for LSCO p = 0.06, with the same x-axis 
and y-axis scales and data taken at (nearly) the same temperature (data 
points). We see that the situation in LSCO is very different to that found 
in Tb2Ti2O7 (b): instead of having a small κxy and a large ∆κxx (b), we now 
have a large κxy and a small ∆κxx. Quantitatively, κxy/∆κxx ≈ 1 in LSCO 
and approximately 0.01 in Tb2Ti2O7, at T = 15 K and H = 8 T (Table 1).
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Recent experiments on several cuprate compounds have identified an enhanced thermal
Hall response in the pseudogap phase. Most strikingly, this enhancement persists even in the
undoped system, which challenges our understanding of the insulating parent compounds.
To explain these surprising observations, we study the quantum phase transition of a square-
lattice antiferromagnet from a confining Néel state to a state with coexisting Néel and semion
topological order. The transition is driven by an applied magnetic field and involves no
change in the symmetry of the state. The critical point is described by a strongly-coupled
conformal field theory with an emergent global SO(3) symmetry. The field theory has
four di↵erent formulations in terms of SU(2) or U(1) gauge theories, which are all related
by dualities; we relate all four theories to the lattice degrees of freedom. We show how
proximity of the confining Néel state to the critical point can explain the enhanced thermal
Hall e↵ect seen in experiment.
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lattice antiferromagnet from a confining Néel state to a state with coexisting Néel and semion
topological order. The transition is driven by an applied magnetic field and involves no
change in the symmetry of the state. The critical point is described by a strongly-coupled
conformal field theory with an emergent global SO(3) symmetry. The field theory has
four di↵erent formulations in terms of SU(2) or U(1) gauge theories, which are all related
by dualities; we relate all four theories to the lattice degrees of freedom. We show how
proximity of the confining Néel state to the critical point can explain the enhanced thermal
Hall e↵ect seen in experiment.
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the cluster-update scheme [39] finds a direct Néel-to-VBS
transition occurring at J c1

2 /J1 ≈ 0.57 [40]. The finite-size
PEPS results did not identify the true nature of VBS order,
specifically between plaquette and columnar. They also find
corresponding critical exponents are consistent with the J -Q
models. A very recent SU (2)-symmetric infinite PEPS (iPEPS)
ansatz suggests a quantum-critical point at J c1

2 /J1 ≃ 0.5,
where in contrast to the finite-size PEPS results [40], the
extracted critical exponents seem to deviate from those of the
J -Q models [41].

In this paper, we aim to develop a fully U (1)-symmetric
iPEPS ansatz with an “improved” update scheme to reexamine
the phase diagram of the J1-J2 SHM. So far, the iPEPS update
algorithms [42,43] have been able to treat the first-neighbor
interactions with high efficiency. They have been shown in
practice to be quite accurate and stable providing reliable
results. However, in the case of longer-range interactions (e.g.,
second-neighbor interactions) a similarly efficient scheme is
still highly desired. To this end, we present an update method
based on the so-called positive approximant and reduced-
tensor application [39,44] to treat second-nearest-neighbor
interactions more accurately and efficiently. We find that this
update scheme significantly improves efficiency and provides
more accurate results in comparison with previous schemes
[43,45]. In addition, we also investigate the implementation of
U (1) symmetry into the iPEPS ansatz by introducing a general
scheme to pick up relevant symmetry sectors. We show that it
solves the loss of accuracy observed when applying continuous
symmetry groups [46] and provides the same accuracy as
nonsymmetric iPEPS.

By using the U (1)-symmetric iPEPS ansatz, we clarify the
quantum phase diagram and the nature of phase transitions
for the J1-J2 SHM with substantially improved variational
wave function (of the ground state), and bridge the gap
between the previous tensor-network and DMRG studies. We
show that the nonmagnetic phase appears in the range of
0.53 < J2/J1 ! 0.61. The critical point J c1

2 /J1 ≃ 0.53 is of
the deconfined type confirmed by continuously vanishing the
Néel order parameter and the divergence of the correlation
length ξ ∼ D1.2. By extrapolating dimer-dimer and spin-spin
correlation functions in the D → ∞ limit, we estimate the
critical anomalous exponents ηs ∼ 0.6 and ηd ∼ 1.9. The
pattern of the local nearest-neighboring bond energies shows
that a columnar VBS phase is established up to J c2

2 /J1 ≃ 0.61.
However, the observed (variational) energies from different
approaches [32] indicate both columnar and plaquette VBS
phases are competitive candidates for the intermediate phase.
With further increasing J2/J1, a first-order phase transition
takes place from VBS phase to the conventional Stripe phase.

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the
model and briefly summarize different types of the phases and
the resulting phase diagram obtained by our iPEPS studies in
Sec. II. In Sec. III, we briefly introduce the U (1)-symmetric
iPEPS ansatz and discuss a general scheme to select auto-
matically relevant symmetric sectors (Sec. III B). We then
present an iterative scheme in detail and compare it with
previous schemes (Sec. III C). Section IV provides the main
simulation results. The variational ground-state energy and
Néel order parameter are presented in Sec. IV C. We show
that the intermediate phase is a columnar VBS represented in

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the J1-J2 SHM as a function of coupling
J2. The arrows show pattern of magnetic order appeared in AFM Néel
and Stripe phases. The eclipses in intermediate phase (columnar VBS)
stand for entangled spins (singlet states).

Sec. IV D. The critical properties of the deconfined quantum-
critical point are discussed by studying correlation function and
correlation length in Sec. IV E; further plots of the correlation
functions are presented in the Appendix. Using different initial
tensors representing different symmetry-breaking states, we
determine the boundary of columnar VBS and the conventional
Stripe phase in Sec. IV F. Finally, we summarize our work with
some discussions in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

The J1-J2 SHM is defined by the Hamiltonian

H = J1

!

⟨i,j⟩
Si · Sj + J2

!

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩
Si · Sj ,

where Si ≡(Sx
i ,S

y
i ,S

z
i ) are spin-1/2 operators. The couplings

J1 and J2 stand for the first- and second-neighbor antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) interactions. We set J1 = 1 throughout the
paper and consider the frustrated interaction J2 > 0.

In the extreme cases J2 ≈ 0 or J2 ≫ 1, the ground states
are, respectively, defined by two magnetically ordered phases,
i.e., AFM Néel and Stripe. The patterns of magnetic orders for
these phases have been shown in Fig. 1. All the earlier studies
suggest that these two phases are separated by an (or several)
intermediate phase(s). Our goal is to locate and characterize
the intermediate phase.

The obtained phase diagram has been illustrated in Fig. 1.
We find that the intermediate phase is a paramagnetic phase
that breaks lattice symmetry, i.e., a columnar VBS. As seen
in Fig. 1, columnar VBS order (in which vertical spins are
strongly entangled) only breaks lattice symmetry in the y
direction. The columnar VBS phase is separated from the
Néel one by a continuous phase transition occurred at J c1

2 =
0.530(5). In addition, the quantum phase transition between
VBS and AFM Stripe phases takes place at J c2

2 = 0.610(3),
which is of the first-order type.

III. METHOD

A. U(1)-symmetric iPEPS ansatz

An iPEPS is constructed by building-block tensors that
are sitting on sites of the physical lattice [47]. The tensors
are connected to each other by the so-called virtual bonds
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H1 =
X

i<j

JijSi · Sj + . . .
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Nearest (J1 = 1) and next-nearest (J2)
neighbor interactions
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We develop an improved variant of U (1)-symmetric infinite projected entangled-pair states (iPEPS) ansatz to
investigate the ground-state phase diagram of the spin-1/2 square J1-J2 Heisenberg model. In order to improve
the accuracy of the ansatz, we discuss a simple strategy to select automatically relevant symmetric sectors and
also introduce an optimization method to treat second-neighbor interactions more efficiently. We show that
variational ground-state energies of the model obtained by the U (1)-symmetric iPEPS ansatz (for a fixed bond
dimension D) set a better upper bound, improving previous tensor-network-based results. By studying the finite-D
scaling of the magnetically order parameter, we find a Néel phase for J2/J1 < 0.53. For 0.53 < J2/J1 < 0.61,
a nonmagnetic columnar valence bond solid (VBS) state is established as observed by the pattern of local bond
energy. The divergent behavior of correlation length ξ ∼ D1.2 and vanishing order parameters are consistent
with a deconfined Néel-to-VBS transition at J

c1
2 /J1 = 0.530(5), where estimated critical anomalous exponents

are ηs ∼ 0.6 and ηd ∼ 1.9 for spin and dimer correlations, respectively. We show that the associated VBS order
parameter monotonically increases with J2/J1 and finally a first-order quantum phase transition takes place at
J

c2
2 /J1 = 0.610(2) to the conventional Stripe phase. We compare our results with earlier DMRG and PEPS studies

and suggest future directions for resolving remaining issues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding of quantum many-body systems is of fun-
damental importance. These systems, even in the simplest
form, reveal fascinating quantum collective behavior distinctly
different from noninteracting particles. For instance, frustrated
quantum spin systems, defined by a simple spin model, are
considered one of the most important playgrounds to observe
exotic phenomena. Quantum spin liquid [1,2] with a topo-
logical order [3,4], valence bond solid (VBS) order [5– 7],
and deconfined quantum criticality [8] are some of the well-
known examples manifested in such systems. Specifically,
searching for the quantum spin-liquid states has received
much attention due to their distinct characteristics, such as
long-range entanglement [9] and nontrivial anyon statistics
[3,10]. A comprehensive characterization of them might lead
to a new understanding in physics of frustrated quantum
magnetism and providing “a new theoretical framework” [11]
for characterizing exotic phases of matter.

The frustrated spin-1/2 J1-J2 square Heisenberg
model (SHM) is one of the candidate models featuring
aforementioned exotic phases. The J1-J2 SHM has stimulated
extensive theoretical studies over the last two decades, due to its
simplicity and its experimental realization in several materials
[12– 14], such as vanadium-layered oxides Li2VO(Si,Ge)O4
and polycrystalline samples BaCdVO(PO4)2. In particular,
these studies have established that the second-neighbor J2
coupling controlling frustration induces nonmagnetic phases
around the highly frustrated point J2/J1 = 0.5 [15– 31].
Despite that, depending on numerical approaches, several sce-
narios have been proposed around this point: the earlier studies
based on small-size exact diagonalization, spin-wave theory,

series expansion, and coupled cluster methods find different
candidate states, such as columnar [20,27– 29], plaquette VBS
states [16– 19], and resonating valence bond [20,21] spin-liquid
states.

The recent SU (2)-symmetric density matrix renormaliza-
tion group (DMRG) study has demonstrated an intermediate
plaquette VBS phase between a Néel and Stripe magnetically
ordered phase [32], which does not support the previous
DMRG results of gapped Z2 spin liquid as the intermediate
phase [33]. However, in a small window of 0.44 < J2/J1 !
0.5, the SU (2) DMRG results cannot distinguish between two
possible scenarios, between a true deconfined quantum-critical
point or a gapless spin-liquid phase. A very recent DMRG
study [34] further supports the possibility of a gapless spin
liquid between the Néel and the VBS phases by following the
energy level crossings between different low-energy excited
states. On the other hand, variational Monte Carlo (VMC)
results [35] predict a gapless Z2 spin liquid in the whole
region 0.45 ! J2/J1 ! 0.6, while a very recent VMC study
[36] challenged this result by predicting a columnar VBS order
for 0.5 ! J2/J1 ! 0.6. The critical exponents reported in this
study show small deviation from those of the J -Q models.
However, understanding the true nature of quantum-critical
points and the corresponding universality classes turn out to
be even more challenging using unbiased methods [32,33,37].

Recently, tensor-network-based methods have also been ap-
plied to study the J1-J2 SHM. An early plaquette renormalized
tensor-network study [38] has predicted a possible plaquette
VBS order for the intermediate phase. They estimated the
second-order phase transition between Néel and plaquette VBS
phase to occur around J c1

2 /J1 ≈ 0.40. On the other hand,
finite-size projected entangled-pair states (PEPS) ansatz with

2469-9950/2018/97(17)/174408(10) 174408-1 ©2018 American Physical Society
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and polycrystalline samples BaCdVO(PO4)2. In particular,
these studies have established that the second-neighbor J2
coupling controlling frustration induces nonmagnetic phases
around the highly frustrated point J2/J1 = 0.5 [15– 31].
Despite that, depending on numerical approaches, several sce-
narios have been proposed around this point: the earlier studies
based on small-size exact diagonalization, spin-wave theory,

series expansion, and coupled cluster methods find different
candidate states, such as columnar [20,27– 29], plaquette VBS
states [16– 19], and resonating valence bond [20,21] spin-liquid
states.

The recent SU (2)-symmetric density matrix renormaliza-
tion group (DMRG) study has demonstrated an intermediate
plaquette VBS phase between a Néel and Stripe magnetically
ordered phase [32], which does not support the previous
DMRG results of gapped Z2 spin liquid as the intermediate
phase [33]. However, in a small window of 0.44 < J2/J1 !
0.5, the SU (2) DMRG results cannot distinguish between two
possible scenarios, between a true deconfined quantum-critical
point or a gapless spin-liquid phase. A very recent DMRG
study [34] further supports the possibility of a gapless spin
liquid between the Néel and the VBS phases by following the
energy level crossings between different low-energy excited
states. On the other hand, variational Monte Carlo (VMC)
results [35] predict a gapless Z2 spin liquid in the whole
region 0.45 ! J2/J1 ! 0.6, while a very recent VMC study
[36] challenged this result by predicting a columnar VBS order
for 0.5 ! J2/J1 ! 0.6. The critical exponents reported in this
study show small deviation from those of the J -Q models.
However, understanding the true nature of quantum-critical
points and the corresponding universality classes turn out to
be even more challenging using unbiased methods [32,33,37].

Recently, tensor-network-based methods have also been ap-
plied to study the J1-J2 SHM. An early plaquette renormalized
tensor-network study [38] has predicted a possible plaquette
VBS order for the intermediate phase. They estimated the
second-order phase transition between Néel and plaquette VBS
phase to occur around J c1

2 /J1 ≈ 0.40. On the other hand,
finite-size projected entangled-pair states (PEPS) ansatz with
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the cluster-update scheme [39] finds a direct Néel-to-VBS
transition occurring at J c1

2 /J1 ≈ 0.57 [40]. The finite-size
PEPS results did not identify the true nature of VBS order,
specifically between plaquette and columnar. They also find
corresponding critical exponents are consistent with the J -Q
models. A very recent SU (2)-symmetric infinite PEPS (iPEPS)
ansatz suggests a quantum-critical point at J c1

2 /J1 ≃ 0.5,
where in contrast to the finite-size PEPS results [40], the
extracted critical exponents seem to deviate from those of the
J -Q models [41].

In this paper, we aim to develop a fully U (1)-symmetric
iPEPS ansatz with an “improved” update scheme to reexamine
the phase diagram of the J1-J2 SHM. So far, the iPEPS update
algorithms [42,43] have been able to treat the first-neighbor
interactions with high efficiency. They have been shown in
practice to be quite accurate and stable providing reliable
results. However, in the case of longer-range interactions (e.g.,
second-neighbor interactions) a similarly efficient scheme is
still highly desired. To this end, we present an update method
based on the so-called positive approximant and reduced-
tensor application [39,44] to treat second-nearest-neighbor
interactions more accurately and efficiently. We find that this
update scheme significantly improves efficiency and provides
more accurate results in comparison with previous schemes
[43,45]. In addition, we also investigate the implementation of
U (1) symmetry into the iPEPS ansatz by introducing a general
scheme to pick up relevant symmetry sectors. We show that it
solves the loss of accuracy observed when applying continuous
symmetry groups [46] and provides the same accuracy as
nonsymmetric iPEPS.

By using the U (1)-symmetric iPEPS ansatz, we clarify the
quantum phase diagram and the nature of phase transitions
for the J1-J2 SHM with substantially improved variational
wave function (of the ground state), and bridge the gap
between the previous tensor-network and DMRG studies. We
show that the nonmagnetic phase appears in the range of
0.53 < J2/J1 ! 0.61. The critical point J c1

2 /J1 ≃ 0.53 is of
the deconfined type confirmed by continuously vanishing the
Néel order parameter and the divergence of the correlation
length ξ ∼ D1.2. By extrapolating dimer-dimer and spin-spin
correlation functions in the D → ∞ limit, we estimate the
critical anomalous exponents ηs ∼ 0.6 and ηd ∼ 1.9. The
pattern of the local nearest-neighboring bond energies shows
that a columnar VBS phase is established up to J c2

2 /J1 ≃ 0.61.
However, the observed (variational) energies from different
approaches [32] indicate both columnar and plaquette VBS
phases are competitive candidates for the intermediate phase.
With further increasing J2/J1, a first-order phase transition
takes place from VBS phase to the conventional Stripe phase.

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the
model and briefly summarize different types of the phases and
the resulting phase diagram obtained by our iPEPS studies in
Sec. II. In Sec. III, we briefly introduce the U (1)-symmetric
iPEPS ansatz and discuss a general scheme to select auto-
matically relevant symmetric sectors (Sec. III B). We then
present an iterative scheme in detail and compare it with
previous schemes (Sec. III C). Section IV provides the main
simulation results. The variational ground-state energy and
Néel order parameter are presented in Sec. IV C. We show
that the intermediate phase is a columnar VBS represented in

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the J1-J2 SHM as a function of coupling
J2. The arrows show pattern of magnetic order appeared in AFM Néel
and Stripe phases. The eclipses in intermediate phase (columnar VBS)
stand for entangled spins (singlet states).

Sec. IV D. The critical properties of the deconfined quantum-
critical point are discussed by studying correlation function and
correlation length in Sec. IV E; further plots of the correlation
functions are presented in the Appendix. Using different initial
tensors representing different symmetry-breaking states, we
determine the boundary of columnar VBS and the conventional
Stripe phase in Sec. IV F. Finally, we summarize our work with
some discussions in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

The J1-J2 SHM is defined by the Hamiltonian

H = J1

!

⟨i,j⟩
Si · Sj + J2

!

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩
Si · Sj ,

where Si ≡(Sx
i ,S

y
i ,S

z
i ) are spin-1/2 operators. The couplings

J1 and J2 stand for the first- and second-neighbor antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) interactions. We set J1 = 1 throughout the
paper and consider the frustrated interaction J2 > 0.

In the extreme cases J2 ≈ 0 or J2 ≫ 1, the ground states
are, respectively, defined by two magnetically ordered phases,
i.e., AFM Néel and Stripe. The patterns of magnetic orders for
these phases have been shown in Fig. 1. All the earlier studies
suggest that these two phases are separated by an (or several)
intermediate phase(s). Our goal is to locate and characterize
the intermediate phase.

The obtained phase diagram has been illustrated in Fig. 1.
We find that the intermediate phase is a paramagnetic phase
that breaks lattice symmetry, i.e., a columnar VBS. As seen
in Fig. 1, columnar VBS order (in which vertical spins are
strongly entangled) only breaks lattice symmetry in the y
direction. The columnar VBS phase is separated from the
Néel one by a continuous phase transition occurred at J c1

2 =
0.530(5). In addition, the quantum phase transition between
VBS and AFM Stripe phases takes place at J c2

2 = 0.610(3),
which is of the first-order type.

III. METHOD

A. U(1)-symmetric iPEPS ansatz

An iPEPS is constructed by building-block tensors that
are sitting on sites of the physical lattice [47]. The tensors
are connected to each other by the so-called virtual bonds
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H1 =
X

i<j

JijSi · Sj + . . .
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We use the density matrix renormalization group method to calculate several energy eigenvalues of the
frustrated S ¼ 1=2 square-lattice J1 − J2 Heisenberg model on 2L × L cylinders with L ≤ 10. We identify
excited-level crossings versus the coupling ratio g ¼ J2=J1 and study their drifts with the system size L.
The lowest singlet-triplet and singlet-quintuplet crossings converge rapidly (with corrections ∝ L−2) to
different g values, and we argue that these correspond to ground-state transitions between the Néel
antiferromagnet and a gapless spin liquid, at gc1 ≈ 0.46, and between the spin liquid and a valence-bond
solid at gc2 ≈ 0.52. Previous studies of order parameters were not able to positively discriminate between
an extended spin liquid phase and a critical point. We expect level-crossing analysis to be a generically
powerful tool in density matrix renormalization group studies of quantum phase transitions.
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The spin-1=2 frustrated J1-J2 Heisenberg model on the
two-dimensional (2D) square lattice (where J1 and J2 are
the strengths of the first and second neighbor couplings
Si · Sj, respectively) has been studied and debated since the
early days of the high-Tc cuprate superconductors [1–12].
The initial interest in the system stemmed from the proposal
that frustrated antiferromagnetic (AFM) couplings could
lead to a spin liquid (SL) in which preformed pairs
(resonating valence bonds [13]) become superconducting
upon doping [14,15]. Later, with frustrated quantum
magnets emerging in their own right as an active research
field [16], the J1-J2 model became a prototypical 2D
system for theoretical and computational studies of quan-
tum phase transitions and nonmagnetic states [17–33]. Of
primary interest is the transition from the long-range Néel
AFM ground state [34–36] at small g ¼ J2=J1 to a non-
magnetic state in a window around g ≈ 0.5 (before a stripe
AFM phase at g≳ 0.6). The nature of this quantum phase
transition has remained enigmatic [12,17–21], despite a
large number of calculations with numerical tools of ever
increasing sophistication, e.g., the density matrix renorm-
alization group (DMRG) method [28,29,37,38], tensor-
product states [20,21,30–33], and variational Monte Carlo
calculations [27,39].
The nonmagnetic state may be one with spontaneously

broken lattice symmetries due to formation of a pattern of
singlets (a valence-bond solid, VBS) or a SL. Within these
two classes of potential ground states there are several
different proposals, e.g., a columnar [6,7,12] versus a
plaquette [17,23,29,31] VBS, and gapless [27] or gapped
[28] SLs. The quantum phase transition out of the AFM

state may possibly be an unconventional “deconfined”
transition [40–42], which recently has been investigated
primarily within other models [43–51] hosting direct
AFM-VBS transitions. In the J1-J2 model, some studies
have indicated that the nonmagnetic phase may actually
comprise two different phases, with an entire gapless SL
phase—not just a critical point—existing between the AFM
and VBS states [29,39]. However, because of the small
system sizes accessible, it was not possible to rule out a
direct AFM-VBS transition. We here demonstrate an
intervening gapless SL by locating the AFM-SL and SL-
VBS transitions using a numerical level-spectroscopy
approach, where finite-size transition points are defined
using excited-level crossings. These crossing points exhibit
smooth size dependence and can be more reliably extrapo-
lated to infinite size than the order parameters and gaps
used in past studies.
We use a variant of the DMRG method [37,38,52,53] to

calculate the ground-state energy as well as several of the
lowest singlet, triplet, and quintuplet excited energies. In
the AFM state, the lowest excitation above the singlet
ground state in a finite system with an even number of sites
is a triplet—the lowest state in the Anderson tower of
“quantum rotor” states [34]. If the nonmagnetic ground
state is a degenerate singlet when the system length
L → ∞, as it should be in both a VBS and a topological
(gapped) SL, there must be a crossing of the lowest singlet
and triplet excitation at a point gðLÞ that approaches gc
with increasing L. This is indeed observed at the
dimerization transition of the 1D J1-J2 chain [54–56]
and related systems [57,58], and size extrapolations give
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AFM-VBS transitions. In the J1-J2 model, some studies
have indicated that the nonmagnetic phase may actually
comprise two different phases, with an entire gapless SL
phase—not just a critical point—existing between the AFM
and VBS states [29,39]. However, because of the small
system sizes accessible, it was not possible to rule out a
direct AFM-VBS transition. We here demonstrate an
intervening gapless SL by locating the AFM-SL and SL-
VBS transitions using a numerical level-spectroscopy
approach, where finite-size transition points are defined
using excited-level crossings. These crossing points exhibit
smooth size dependence and can be more reliably extrapo-
lated to infinite size than the order parameters and gaps
used in past studies.
We use a variant of the DMRG method [37,38,52,53] to

calculate the ground-state energy as well as several of the
lowest singlet, triplet, and quintuplet excited energies. In
the AFM state, the lowest excitation above the singlet
ground state in a finite system with an even number of sites
is a triplet—the lowest state in the Anderson tower of
“quantum rotor” states [34]. If the nonmagnetic ground
state is a degenerate singlet when the system length
L → ∞, as it should be in both a VBS and a topological
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Valence bond solid (VBS) state, Vx, Vy

with a nearly gapless, emergent “photon”
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Critical U(1) gauge (aµ) theory of Nb = 2 relativistic bosons
is dual to

SU(2) gauge (Aµ) theory of Nf = 2 Dirac fermions.
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Critical U(1) gauge (aµ) theory of Nb = 2 relativistic bosons
is dual to

SU(2) gauge (Aµ) theory of Nf = 2 Dirac fermions.
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The fermion theory has a SO(5) global flavor symmetry, and

the gauge-invariant fermion bilinears form a SO(5) vector

which transforms as the Néel and VBS order parameters!

(Nx, Ny, Nz, Vx, Vy)
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The classical cubic-lattice dimer model undergoes an unconventional transition between a columnar
crystal and a dimer liquid, in the same universality class as the deconfined quantum critical point in spin-
1=2 antiferromagnets but with very different microscopic physics and microscopic symmetries. Using
Monte Carlo simulations, we show that this transition has emergent SO(5) symmetry relating quantities
characterizing the two phases. While the low-temperature phase has a conventional order parameter, the
defining property of the Coulomb liquid on the high-temperature side is deconfinement of monomers, and
so SO(5) relates fundamentally different types of objects. Studying linear system sizes up to L ¼ 96, we
find that this symmetry applies with an excellent precision, consistently improving with system size over
this range. It is remarkable that SO(5) emerges in a system as basic as the cubic dimer model, with only
simple discrete degrees of freedom. Our results are important evidence for the generality of the SO(5)
symmetry that has been proposed for the noncompact CP1 field theory. We describe an interpretation for
these results in terms of a consistent hypothesis for the renormalization-group flow structure, allowing for
the possibility that SO(5) may ultimately be a near-symmetry rather than exact.
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The classical dimer model on the cubic lattice illustrates
three key mechanisms in three-dimensional (3D) critical
phenomena. Two of these are the appearance of artificial
gauge fields and unconventional phase transitions where
topological effects play a key role. The third, which we
demonstrate here, is the emergence in the infrared (IR) of
unusual non-Abelian symmetries that would be impossible
at a conventional Wilson-Fisher-like critical point.
The close-packed dimer model has a power-law corre-

lated “Coulomb” phase [1,2], governed by an emergent
U(1) gauge field whose conserved flux arises from a
“magnetic field” defined in terms of dimers. A remarkable
phase transition [3] separates this liquid from a “columnar”
phase, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), in which the dimers form a
crystal, spontaneously breaking lattice symmetries. Despite
being entirely classical, this transition is not described by
Ginzburg-Landau theory, but is instead a Higgs transition
of the U(1) gauge theory [4–6]. The effective field theory is
the noncompact CP1 model (NCCP1), in which the gauge
field couples to a two-component bosonic matter field that
condenses at the transition.
NCCP1 is also the effective field theory for the “decon-

fined” Néel-valence-bond solid (VBS) phase transition
[7,8] in 2þ 1D quantum antiferromagnets [9–18] and a
related lattice loop model [19]. This raises the possibility
that the dimer model exhibits a surprising emergent
symmetry: Simulations of the loop model show SO(5)

symmetry emerging at large scales [20]—either exactly or
to an extremely good approximation. Earlier work on
topological sigma models for deconfined critical points
[21,22] revealed that SO(5) is a consistent possibility in the
IR, despite the fact that it cannot be made manifest in the
gauge theory [23]. The Néel-VBS transition involves a
three-component antiferromagnetic order parameter and a
two-component VBS order parameter; SO(5) allows all five
components to be rotated into each other. This symmetry
can be understood through a set of dualities for NCCP1 and
related theories [24].

FIG. 1. Dimer model phases and interactions. (a) Columnar
phase (one of six symmetry-related ground states). (b) Disordered
configuration typical of high-temperature Coulomb phase.
(c) Pairs of nearest-neighbor parallel dimers (back face of cube)
contribute energy −v2. (d) Four parallel dimers around a cube
contribute v4.
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“Studying linear system sizes up to L=96, we find that this symmetry 
applies with an excellent precision, consistently improving with system size 
over this range. It is remarkable that SO(5) emerges in a system as basic as 
the cubic dimer model, with only simple discrete degrees of freedom. Our 
results are important evidence for the generality of the SO(5) symmetry 
that has been proposed for the noncompact CP1 field theory. We describe 
an interpretation for these results in terms of a consistent hypothesis for 
the renormalization-group flow structure, allowing for the possibility that 
SO(5) may ultimately be a near-symmetry rather than exact.”
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J2/J1
<latexit sha1_base64="G9P2QTuAClBk/GGfooSmq4LxCrc=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe5WQY9FL9JTBfsB7bJk02wbms0uSVYoS3+EFw+KePX3ePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+M436iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStQw3gnUTxUgUCNYJxnczv/PElOaxfDSThHkRGUoeckqMlToNv3bR8F2/XHGqzhx4lbg5qUCOpl/+6g9imkZMGiqI1j3XSYyXEWU4FWxa6qeaJYSOyZD1LJUkYtrL5udO8ZlVBjiMlS1p8Fz9PZGRSOtJFNjOiJiRXvZm4n9eLzXhjZdxmaSGSbpYFKYCmxjPfscDrhg1YmIJoYrbWzEdEUWosQmVbAju8surpF2rupfV2sNVpX6bx1GEEziFc3DhGupwD01oAYUxPMMrvKEEvaB39LFoLaB85hj+AH3+APK5jqg=</latexit>

Néel
<latexit sha1_base64="cHZ+hdHQ7ZaQctcccFVVh0hrSw4=">AAACAHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuQpoqxp3oxpVUsFUwpUymN+3YySRkbtQSuvEL3OoXuBO3/okf4H84rXVR0QMDl3POcM89QSKFRsf5sKamZ2bn5gsLxcWl5ZXV0tp6Q8dZyqHOYxmnVwHTIIWCOgqUcJWkwKJAwmXQOxnql7eQahGrC+wn0IxYR4lQcIaGapz5OwCyVSo79r5b9fY96tjOCGZwD6sH3iGtjJkyGaPWKn367ZhnESjkkml9XXESbOYsRcElDIp+piFhvMc6kI8yDui2odo0jFPzFNIRO+Fjkdb9KDDOiGFX/9aG5F/adYah18yFSjIExb8XhZmkGNPhwbQtUuAo+5RxbvJmDE0O3mUp42iKKfoaTGuqg93cR7jHO9E2m/I9oQaml5/j6f9Dw7UrVds9d8tHx+OGCmSTbJFdUiEH5IickhqpE05uyCN5Is/Wg/VivVpv39Ypa/xng0zAev8CCPiXmA==</latexit> VBS

<latexit sha1_base64="uPoEJMJvjPXtwbG1x8MCLr1Pg+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFunQzkZi4Ii2g1h3BjUsM8kgoIdPpABOm06Zzq5KG+AVu9QvcGbd+ix/gfzhAXWD0JpOcnHMm99zjhoIrMM1PI7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aKogjypo0EEHUcYligkvWBA6CdcKIEd8VrO2Or2Z6+45FigfyFiYh6/lkKPmAUwKaarRqjX6+YBbN80vbLmMN5qOBfWZXrDK2UqaA0qn381+OF9DYZxKoIEp1LTOEXkIi4FSwac6JFQsJHZMhS+YBp/hEUx4eBJF+EvCcXfIRX6mJ72qnT2Ckfmsz8i+tG8PA7iVchjEwSReLBrHAEODZtdjjEaMgJphQqvPGBHQOOiIRoaBbyTmK6crkEEaJA+wB7rmnNyUVLqe6l5/j8f+gVSpa5WLpplSo1tKGsugIHaNTZKELVEXXqI6aiKIhekLP6MV4NF6NN+N9Yc0Y6Z9DtDTGxzfKGpZY</latexit>

Quantum critical theory + J� + Néel order
<latexit sha1_base64="rDCJoPEwyVbf6RS2ADlFMKxRNC0=">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</latexit>

Sf =

Z
d2rd⌧


f�µ(@µ � iAµ)f

�

<latexit sha1_base64="kWxJo8YKPHbEl79BTrNp8zzNjoo=">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</latexit>

(a)

(b)



H =
X

n.n.

J1Si ·Sj+
X

n.n.n.

J2Si ·Sj+J�

X

4
Si ·(Sj⇥Sk)�

X

i

BZ ·Si .

<latexit sha1_base64="pUDkRBoNqHLIyCr/fSKa7CEFmRY=">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</latexit>

J2/J1
<latexit sha1_base64="G9P2QTuAClBk/GGfooSmq4LxCrc=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe5WQY9FL9JTBfsB7bJk02wbms0uSVYoS3+EFw+KePX3ePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+M436iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStQw3gnUTxUgUCNYJxnczv/PElOaxfDSThHkRGUoeckqMlToNv3bR8F2/XHGqzhx4lbg5qUCOpl/+6g9imkZMGiqI1j3XSYyXEWU4FWxa6qeaJYSOyZD1LJUkYtrL5udO8ZlVBjiMlS1p8Fz9PZGRSOtJFNjOiJiRXvZm4n9eLzXhjZdxmaSGSbpYFKYCmxjPfscDrhg1YmIJoYrbWzEdEUWosQmVbAju8surpF2rupfV2sNVpX6bx1GEEziFc3DhGupwD01oAYUxPMMrvKEEvaB39LFoLaB85hj+AH3+APK5jqg=</latexit>

Néel
<latexit sha1_base64="cHZ+hdHQ7ZaQctcccFVVh0hrSw4=">AAACAHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuQpoqxp3oxpVUsFUwpUymN+3YySRkbtQSuvEL3OoXuBO3/okf4H84rXVR0QMDl3POcM89QSKFRsf5sKamZ2bn5gsLxcWl5ZXV0tp6Q8dZyqHOYxmnVwHTIIWCOgqUcJWkwKJAwmXQOxnql7eQahGrC+wn0IxYR4lQcIaGapz5OwCyVSo79r5b9fY96tjOCGZwD6sH3iGtjJkyGaPWKn367ZhnESjkkml9XXESbOYsRcElDIp+piFhvMc6kI8yDui2odo0jFPzFNIRO+Fjkdb9KDDOiGFX/9aG5F/adYah18yFSjIExb8XhZmkGNPhwbQtUuAo+5RxbvJmDE0O3mUp42iKKfoaTGuqg93cR7jHO9E2m/I9oQaml5/j6f9Dw7UrVds9d8tHx+OGCmSTbJFdUiEH5IickhqpE05uyCN5Is/Wg/VivVpv39Ypa/xng0zAev8CCPiXmA==</latexit> VBS

<latexit sha1_base64="uPoEJMJvjPXtwbG1x8MCLr1Pg+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFunQzkZi4Ii2g1h3BjUsM8kgoIdPpABOm06Zzq5KG+AVu9QvcGbd+ix/gfzhAXWD0JpOcnHMm99zjhoIrMM1PI7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aKogjypo0EEHUcYligkvWBA6CdcKIEd8VrO2Or2Z6+45FigfyFiYh6/lkKPmAUwKaarRqjX6+YBbN80vbLmMN5qOBfWZXrDK2UqaA0qn381+OF9DYZxKoIEp1LTOEXkIi4FSwac6JFQsJHZMhS+YBp/hEUx4eBJF+EvCcXfIRX6mJ72qnT2Ckfmsz8i+tG8PA7iVchjEwSReLBrHAEODZtdjjEaMgJphQqvPGBHQOOiIRoaBbyTmK6crkEEaJA+wB7rmnNyUVLqe6l5/j8f+gVSpa5WLpplSo1tKGsugIHaNTZKELVEXXqI6aiKIhekLP6MV4NF6NN+N9Yc0Y6Z9DtDTGxzfKGpZY</latexit>

Chiral spin liquid (CSL)
with

semion topological order
<latexit sha1_base64="WPfAOeQx8IQ0QpdxAcUvqDZbBzo=">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</latexit>

Quantum critical theory + J� + Néel order
<latexit sha1_base64="rDCJoPEwyVbf6RS2ADlFMKxRNC0=">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</latexit>

Sf =

Z
d2rd⌧


f�µ(@µ � iAµ)f +m� ff

�

<latexit sha1_base64="5pwmSfpwIgd4cb81lJ/UFHwDf/c=">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</latexit>

J�
J1

/ B?
<latexit sha1_base64="yDkwGhRdqmdJZQ5UdhppVuR05Vo=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQF2WmCrosdSOuKtha6AxDJs20oclMSDJCGeYf/Ai/wa2u3YkrwY1/YtrOwrYeCDmccy/33hMKRpV2nC+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7Bx2VpBKTNk5YIrshUoTRmLQ11Yx0hSSIh4w8hKPrif/wSKSiSXyvx4L4HA1iGlGMtJEC+8yLJMLZbeDhIc3N7+bQEzIROoGZF3LYzIPME0SKPLCrTs2ZAi4TtyBVUKAV2D9eP8EpJ7HGDCnVcx2h/QxJTTEjecVLFREIj9CA9AyNESfKz6Y35fDEKH0YJdK8WMOp+ rcjQ1ypMQ9NJUd6qBa9ifif10t1dOVnNBapJjGeDYpSBs3Bk4Bgn0qCNRsbgrCkZleIh8iEpE2Mc1NCPsnEXUxgmXTqNfe8Vr+7qDaaRTplcASOwSlwwSVogBvQAm2AwRN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63NWWrKKnkMwB+v7F/p4pRM=</latexit>



H =
X

n.n.

J1Si ·Sj+
X

n.n.n.
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<latexit sha1_base64="pUDkRBoNqHLIyCr/fSKa7CEFmRY=">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</latexit>

J2/J1
<latexit sha1_base64="G9P2QTuAClBk/GGfooSmq4LxCrc=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe5WQY9FL9JTBfsB7bJk02wbms0uSVYoS3+EFw+KePX3ePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+M436iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStQw3gnUTxUgUCNYJxnczv/PElOaxfDSThHkRGUoeckqMlToNv3bR8F2/XHGqzhx4lbg5qUCOpl/+6g9imkZMGiqI1j3XSYyXEWU4FWxa6qeaJYSOyZD1LJUkYtrL5udO8ZlVBjiMlS1p8Fz9PZGRSOtJFNjOiJiRXvZm4n9eLzXhjZdxmaSGSbpYFKYCmxjPfscDrhg1YmIJoYrbWzEdEUWosQmVbAju8surpF2rupfV2sNVpX6bx1GEEziFc3DhGupwD01oAYUxPMMrvKEEvaB39LFoLaB85hj+AH3+APK5jqg=</latexit>

Néel
<latexit sha1_base64="cHZ+hdHQ7ZaQctcccFVVh0hrSw4=">AAACAHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuQpoqxp3oxpVUsFUwpUymN+3YySRkbtQSuvEL3OoXuBO3/okf4H84rXVR0QMDl3POcM89QSKFRsf5sKamZ2bn5gsLxcWl5ZXV0tp6Q8dZyqHOYxmnVwHTIIWCOgqUcJWkwKJAwmXQOxnql7eQahGrC+wn0IxYR4lQcIaGapz5OwCyVSo79r5b9fY96tjOCGZwD6sH3iGtjJkyGaPWKn367ZhnESjkkml9XXESbOYsRcElDIp+piFhvMc6kI8yDui2odo0jFPzFNIRO+Fjkdb9KDDOiGFX/9aG5F/adYah18yFSjIExb8XhZmkGNPhwbQtUuAo+5RxbvJmDE0O3mUp42iKKfoaTGuqg93cR7jHO9E2m/I9oQaml5/j6f9Dw7UrVds9d8tHx+OGCmSTbJFdUiEH5IickhqpE05uyCN5Is/Wg/VivVpv39Ypa/xng0zAev8CCPiXmA==</latexit> VBS

<latexit sha1_base64="uPoEJMJvjPXtwbG1x8MCLr1Pg+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFunQzkZi4Ii2g1h3BjUsM8kgoIdPpABOm06Zzq5KG+AVu9QvcGbd+ix/gfzhAXWD0JpOcnHMm99zjhoIrMM1PI7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aKogjypo0EEHUcYligkvWBA6CdcKIEd8VrO2Or2Z6+45FigfyFiYh6/lkKPmAUwKaarRqjX6+YBbN80vbLmMN5qOBfWZXrDK2UqaA0qn381+OF9DYZxKoIEp1LTOEXkIi4FSwac6JFQsJHZMhS+YBp/hEUx4eBJF+EvCcXfIRX6mJ72qnT2Ckfmsz8i+tG8PA7iVchjEwSReLBrHAEODZtdjjEaMgJphQqvPGBHQOOiIRoaBbyTmK6crkEEaJA+wB7rmnNyUVLqe6l5/j8f+gVSpa5WLpplSo1tKGsugIHaNTZKELVEXXqI6aiKIhekLP6MV4NF6NN+N9Yc0Y6Z9DtDTGxzfKGpZY</latexit>

Chiral spin liquid (CSL)
with

semion topological order
<latexit sha1_base64="WPfAOeQx8IQ0QpdxAcUvqDZbBzo=">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</latexit>

Quantum critical theory + J� + Néel order
<latexit sha1_base64="rDCJoPEwyVbf6RS2ADlFMKxRNC0=">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</latexit>

Sf =

Z
d2rd⌧


f�µ(@µ � iAµ)f +m� ff

�

<latexit sha1_base64="5pwmSfpwIgd4cb81lJ/UFHwDf/c=">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</latexit>

Infinitesimal J�
induces a CSL
with quantized

xy/T =
(⇡/6)k2B/~!<latexit sha1_base64="q5IJxUQKGV/F9hx8/+5D9/8wSco=">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</latexit>

J�
J1

/ B?
<latexit sha1_base64="yDkwGhRdqmdJZQ5UdhppVuR05Vo=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQF2WmCrosdSOuKtha6AxDJs20oclMSDJCGeYf/Ai/wa2u3YkrwY1/YtrOwrYeCDmccy/33hMKRpV2nC+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7Bx2VpBKTNk5YIrshUoTRmLQ11Yx0hSSIh4w8hKPrif/wSKSiSXyvx4L4HA1iGlGMtJEC+8yLJMLZbeDhIc3N7+bQEzIROoGZF3LYzIPME0SKPLCrTs2ZAi4TtyBVUKAV2D9eP8EpJ7HGDCnVcx2h/QxJTTEjecVLFREIj9CA9AyNESfKz6Y35fDEKH0YJdK8WMOp+ rcjQ1ypMQ9NJUd6qBa9ifif10t1dOVnNBapJjGeDYpSBs3Bk4Bgn0qCNRsbgrCkZleIh8iEpE2Mc1NCPsnEXUxgmXTqNfe8Vr+7qDaaRTplcASOwSlwwSVogBvQAm2AwRN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63NWWrKKnkMwB+v7F/p4pRM=</latexit>



Sf =

Z
d2rd⌧


f�µ(@µ � iAµ)f +m� ff +mN f�f

�

<latexit sha1_base64="oMsm1TvI3lr0ylbcXH18UQgPUI4=">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</latexit>

H =
X

n.n.

J1Si ·Sj+
X

n.n.n.

J2Si ·Sj+J�

X

4
Si ·(Sj⇥Sk)�

X

i

BZ ·Si .

<latexit sha1_base64="pUDkRBoNqHLIyCr/fSKa7CEFmRY=">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</latexit>

J2/J1
<latexit sha1_base64="G9P2QTuAClBk/GGfooSmq4LxCrc=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe5WQY9FL9JTBfsB7bJk02wbms0uSVYoS3+EFw+KePX3ePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+M436iwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStQw3gnUTxUgUCNYJxnczv/PElOaxfDSThHkRGUoeckqMlToNv3bR8F2/XHGqzhx4lbg5qUCOpl/+6g9imkZMGiqI1j3XSYyXEWU4FWxa6qeaJYSOyZD1LJUkYtrL5udO8ZlVBjiMlS1p8Fz9PZGRSOtJFNjOiJiRXvZm4n9eLzXhjZdxmaSGSbpYFKYCmxjPfscDrhg1YmIJoYrbWzEdEUWosQmVbAju8surpF2rupfV2sNVpX6bx1GEEziFc3DhGupwD01oAYUxPMMrvKEEvaB39LFoLaB85hj+AH3+APK5jqg=</latexit>

Néel
<latexit sha1_base64="cHZ+hdHQ7ZaQctcccFVVh0hrSw4=">AAACAHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIiuQpoqxp3oxpVUsFUwpUymN+3YySRkbtQSuvEL3OoXuBO3/okf4H84rXVR0QMDl3POcM89QSKFRsf5sKamZ2bn5gsLxcWl5ZXV0tp6Q8dZyqHOYxmnVwHTIIWCOgqUcJWkwKJAwmXQOxnql7eQahGrC+wn0IxYR4lQcIaGapz5OwCyVSo79r5b9fY96tjOCGZwD6sH3iGtjJkyGaPWKn367ZhnESjkkml9XXESbOYsRcElDIp+piFhvMc6kI8yDui2odo0jFPzFNIRO+Fjkdb9KDDOiGFX/9aG5F/adYah18yFSjIExb8XhZmkGNPhwbQtUuAo+5RxbvJmDE0O3mUp42iKKfoaTGuqg93cR7jHO9E2m/I9oQaml5/j6f9Dw7UrVds9d8tHx+OGCmSTbJFdUiEH5IickhqpE05uyCN5Is/Wg/VivVpv39Ypa/xng0zAev8CCPiXmA==</latexit> VBS

<latexit sha1_base64="uPoEJMJvjPXtwbG1x8MCLr1Pg+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFunQzkZi4Ii2g1h3BjUsM8kgoIdPpABOm06Zzq5KG+AVu9QvcGbd+ix/gfzhAXWD0JpOcnHMm99zjhoIrMM1PI7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aKogjypo0EEHUcYligkvWBA6CdcKIEd8VrO2Or2Z6+45FigfyFiYh6/lkKPmAUwKaarRqjX6+YBbN80vbLmMN5qOBfWZXrDK2UqaA0qn381+OF9DYZxKoIEp1LTOEXkIi4FSwac6JFQsJHZMhS+YBp/hEUx4eBJF+EvCcXfIRX6mJ72qnT2Ckfmsz8i+tG8PA7iVchjEwSReLBrHAEODZtdjjEaMgJphQqvPGBHQOOiIRoaBbyTmK6crkEEaJA+wB7rmnNyUVLqe6l5/j8f+gVSpa5WLpplSo1tKGsugIHaNTZKELVEXXqI6aiKIhekLP6MV4NF6NN+N9Yc0Y6Z9DtDTGxzfKGpZY</latexit>

VBS
+CSL

<latexit sha1_base64="Kay7A7ZG06EIBFNGY8n99G1pMWY=">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</latexit>

Néel
+CSL

<latexit sha1_base64="deBLsLlfkarDesqPgWgmvXs0940=">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</latexit>

Chiral spin liquid (CSL)
with

semion topological order
<latexit sha1_base64="WPfAOeQx8IQ0QpdxAcUvqDZbBzo=">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</latexit>

Quantum critical theory + J� + Néel order
<latexit sha1_base64="rDCJoPEwyVbf6RS2ADlFMKxRNC0=">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</latexit>

J�
J1

/ B?
<latexit sha1_base64="yDkwGhRdqmdJZQ5UdhppVuR05Vo=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQF2WmCrosdSOuKtha6AxDJs20oclMSDJCGeYf/Ai/wa2u3YkrwY1/YtrOwrYeCDmccy/33hMKRpV2nC+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7Bx2VpBKTNk5YIrshUoTRmLQ11Yx0hSSIh4w8hKPrif/wSKSiSXyvx4L4HA1iGlGMtJEC+8yLJMLZbeDhIc3N7+bQEzIROoGZF3LYzIPME0SKPLCrTs2ZAi4TtyBVUKAV2D9eP8EpJ7HGDCnVcx2h/QxJTTEjecVLFREIj9CA9AyNESfKz6Y35fDEKH0YJdK8WMOp+ rcjQ1ypMQ9NJUd6qBa9ifif10t1dOVnNBapJjGeDYpSBs3Bk4Bgn0qCNRsbgrCkZleIh8iEpE2Mc1NCPsnEXUxgmXTqNfe8Vr+7qDaaRTplcASOwSlwwSVogBvQAm2AwRN4Aa/gzXq23q0P63NWWrKKnkMwB+v7F/p4pRM=</latexit>



Sf =

Z
d2rd⌧


f�µ(@µ � iAµ)f +m� ff +mN f�f

�

<latexit sha1_base64="oMsm1TvI3lr0ylbcXH18UQgPUI4=">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</latexit>

H =
X

n.n.

J1Si ·Sj+
X

n.n.n.

J2Si ·Sj+J�

X

4
Si ·(Sj⇥Sk)�

X

i

BZ ·Si .

<latexit sha1_base64="pUDkRBoNqHLIyCr/fSKa7CEFmRY=">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</latexit>

J2/J1
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Giant thermal Hall conductivity in the pseudogap 
phase of cuprate superconductors
G. Grissonnanche1*, A. Legros1,2, S. Badoux1, E. Lefrançois1, V. Zatko1, M. Lizaire1, F. Laliberté1, A. Gourgout1, J.-S. Zhou3,  
S. Pyon4,5, T. Takayama4,6, H. Takagi4,6,7,8, S. Ono9, N. Doiron-Leyraud1 & L. Taillefer1,10*

The nature of the pseudogap phase of the copper oxides (‘cuprates’) 
remains a puzzle. Although there are indications that this phase 
breaks various symmetries, there is no consensus on its fundamental 
nature1. Fermi-surface, transport and thermodynamic signatures 
of the pseudogap phase are reminiscent of a transition into a phase 
with antiferromagnetic order, but evidence for an associated long-
range magnetic order is still lacking2. Here we report measurements 
of the thermal Hall conductivity (in the x–y plane, κxy) in the 
normal state of four different cuprates—La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4, 
La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4, La2−xSrxCuO4 and Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6+δ. We 
show that a large negative κxy signal is a property of the pseudogap 
phase, appearing at its critical hole doping, p*. It is also a property 
of the Mott insulator at p ≈ 0, where κxy has the largest reported 
magnitude of any insulator so far3. Because this negative κxy signal 
grows as the system becomes increasingly insulating electrically, it 
cannot be attributed to conventional mobile charge carriers. Nor is 
it due to magnons, because it exists in the absence of magnetic order. 
Our observation is reminiscent of the thermal Hall conductivity of 
insulators with spin-liquid states4–6, pointing to neutral excitations 
with spin chirality7 in the pseudogap phase of cuprates.

Among the different families of unconventional superconductors, 
magnetism and superconductivity are often closely associated8. A nota-
ble exception is the family of hole-doped cuprates, where superconduc-
tivity mostly coexists instead with the pseudogap phase, which is an 
enigmatic state of matter whose nature remains unclear1. The critical 
doping p* (for the onset of the pseudogap phase) bears the hallmarks 
of an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point2, with a sharp drop in 
the carrier density n from n ≈ 1 + p above p* to n ≈ p below p*, a 
resistivity linear with temperature T, and a specific heat with a log(1/T) 
dependence. Yet, there is no evidence for long-range magnetic order 
appearing at p*. However, numerical solutions of the Hubbard model 
have shown that a pseudogap phase can arise from short-range antifer-
romagnetic correlations9. It has been argued that an exotic state with 
topological order can account for such a pseudogap and for the drop 
in carrier density without breaking translational symmetry10, but the 
low-energy excitations of such a state have yet to be detected.

In recent years, the thermal Hall effect has emerged as a powerful 
probe of magnetic texture and topological excitations in insulators.  
On the theory side, a non-zero thermal Hall conductivity κxy was 
shown to arise even without long-range magnetic order, either from the 
spin chirality of a paramagnetic state7 or from fractionalized (topolog-
ical) excitations in a spin liquid11. On the experimental side, a sizeable 
κxy has been measured in insulators without magnetic order, such as 
the spin-ice system Tb2Ti2O7 (ref. 12) and the spin-liquid systems RuCl3 
(ref. 4), volborthite5 and Ca kapellasite6.

In cuprates, studies of κxy have so far been limited to the super-
conducting state13–15, except for the case of YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCO) at 
p = 0.11, where κxy was measured in the field-induced normal state16, 

which has charge-density-wave order2. See Methods for a discussion 
of this particular case.

Here, we investigate the thermal Hall response of the pseu-
dogap phase via measurements of κxy in four different cuprate 
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Fig. 1 | Phase diagram and thermal Hall conductivity of cuprates.  
a, Temperature–doping phase diagram of Nd-LSCO, Eu-LSCO and LSCO, 
showing the antiferromagnetic phase below the Néel temperature TN and 
the pseudogap phase below T* (ref. 29), which ends at the critical doping 
p* = 0.23 for both Nd-LSCO (ref. 17) and Eu-LSCO (ref. 30). For LSCO, 
p* ≈ 0.18 (ref. 29). Short-range incommensurate spin order occurs below 
Tm, as measured by µSR on Nd-LSCO (squares21), Eu-LSCO (circles31) and 
LSCO (triangles32). The coloured vertical strips indicate the temperature 
range where the thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T at the corresponding 
doping decreases towards negative values at low temperature (see b).  
b, Thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T versus temperature in a field H = 15 T, 
for four materials and dopings as indicated, colour-coded with the vertical 
strips in a. On the right vertical axis, the magnitude of κxy/T is expressed 
in fundamental units of thermal conductance per plane (kB

2/ħ).
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in the physics of network models of edge states akin to the
Chalker-Coddington network model for the integer quantum
Hall transition38. We will then turn to powerful numerical tools
to unambiguously identify the universal properties of the chiral
spin liquid.

The key step of our first argument is to view each triangle of
spins as the seed of a chiral topological phase, a puddle encircled
by an edge state, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The natural candidate for
the phase filling the puddle is the bosonic n¼ 1/2 Laughlin
state39, which is the simplest bosonic quantum Hall state known
to possess the SU(2) symmetry required by our construction. It is
also the state envisioned by Kalmeyer and Laughlin4. Forming a
lattice out of the elementary triangles, we should then consider a
situation with many individual puddles of this topological phase.
To see what collective state is formed, we have to understand how
two corner-sharing triangles of the Kagome lattice are joined.
This situation of edges meeting at the corner spin shared by two
triangles is an incarnation of two-channel Kondo physics40,41, for
which it is well-known that the edges will heal42,43 if the coupling
to the centre spin is symmetric, as illustrated in Fig. 2b and
discussed in more detail in the Methods section. Thus, the corner
spin has merged the two triangles to form a larger puddle
encircled by a single edge state, that is, to form a larger region of
the topological phase. We can repeat the above step (Fig. 2) for all
pairs of corner-sharing triangles of the Kagome lattice. The
system then forms one macroscopic, extended region of a single
topological phase with one edge state encircling its outer
boundary, as illustrated in Fig. 1b, and with closed loops
encircling the interior hexagons of the Kagome lattice. We thus
obtain a direct realization of the Kalmeyer–Laughlin state for a
CSL phase.

Numerical identification of the CSL. We now turn to a
numerical identification of the CSL at the chiral point y¼p/2 of
Hamiltonian (2) and in its vicinity by studying the three hallmark
properties of a chiral topological phase: the presence of a gapped
spectrum with a topological degeneracy on the torus, a gapless
edge state with a universal spectrum of low-energy excitations,
and anyonic bulk excitations. On a technical level, we resort to
exact diagonalization and density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) calculations to extract energy spectra, entanglement
spectra and modular matrices for various system configurations.
To label their diameter and boundary condition, we will use the
notation introduced in ref. 30; see also the Methods section.

We first demonstrate that the system has a finite gap in the
thermodynamic limit. To this end, we consider a sequence of
XT4-0 tori of length up to 5 unit cells, shown in Fig. 3a. For
systems with NZ18 sites, there clearly is a low-lying excitation,
which can be attributed to a twofold near-degeneracy of the
ground state. All excitations above these near-degenerate ground
states are separated by a spectral gap of roughly DE0.05. Further
consistent evidence for the gap can be obtained from exact
diagonalization of a 36-site XT6-3 cluster and on XT4-2 clusters
of size up to 30 sites (not shown). As a further consistency check,
we can extract the gap for long, thin cylinders using DMRG.
Performing this for cylinders of type XC4-0 with up to 100 sites,

a b

Figure 1 | Hamiltonian and network model perspective. (a) Kagome lattice considered in this manuscript, where grey shading indicates the elementary
triangles. Arrows on the bonds indicate the direction induced by the magnetic flux F enclosed in each triangle. (b) Visualization of the network-model
perspective on the chiral spin liquid phase arising from Hamiltonian (2). Consistent with a chiral topological phase, a collective edge state encircles the
whole systems. In this particular model, additional closed edges encircle each hexagon.

Two-channel Kondo physics

a

b

Figure 2 | Network model perspective. (a) Sketch of a puddle of
topological phase replacing each triangle of three spins. (b) Behaviour of
two corner-sharing triangular puddles of the topological phase.
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Figure 3 | Exact diagonalization results. (a) Excitation energies on small
tori of type XT4-0 up to length 5. (b) Energy gap on a thin, long strip of
width 4 sites; dashed lines indicate the extrapolation to N-N. The two
different branches denote systems with an even (black) and odd (blue)
number of unit cells. (c) Entanglement entropy at the centre of the same
system as (b) on a semi-logarithmic scale for even (black) and odd (blue)
number of unit cells; dashed lines indicate a fit. Both fits are consistent with
c¼ 1. In all panels, N is the total number of lattice sites.
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Semion topological order,
i.e. the Kalmeyer-Laughlin chiral spin liquid,

appears for J�/J > 0.01.
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FIG. 19. (Color online) iDMRG results for the scalar chiral
order parameter, O�, Eq. (34), versus J� for the groundstates
of H�, Eq. (35), constructed from a YC8-̂i sector. Each data-
point represents a O�[m ! 1, J�], which is the result of a
separate extrapolation on individual O� versus "m toward the
thermodynamic limit of "m ! 0 (m ! 1). The red line is

our attempted fit of b̃0 + b̃1J
b̃2
� to the black circles, excluding

the first two J� points (where the chirality is zero within the
error-bars), which is used to estimate the phase transition
when O�[m ! 1, Jcritical

� ] = 0. A zoom-in plot is presented
in the inset, as a guide to the eyes.

part, leading another question of our interest: is the SL
phase robust against perturbing HJ2 with a term that
explicitly breaks the ⌧ -symmetry and forms a chiral long-
range order? To answer this question, one can study the
J1-J2-J� model,

H� = HJ2 + J�
X

hi,j,ki

(Si ⇥ Sj) · Sk , (35)

where hi, j, ki indicates the sum over all NN triangular
plaquettes in a Hamiltonian unit cell. The phase diagram
of H� is previously studied using variational QMC87 and
ED84 techniques, however, no clear result has emerged on
the nature of the J� ! 0 limit. To shed some lights on
this matter, in this section we study the response of the
YC8-̂i groundstates85 to the chiral field by adiabatically
adding a J�-term to HJ2 , as in Eq. (35), and finding
new groundstates using the SU(2)-symmetric iMPS and
iDMRG methods.

We present our results for the extrapolated O� in the
thermodynamic limit of m ! 1 in Fig. 19. We no-
tice that, within our resolution, upon varying J�, there
is at least one (significant) point exposed to nonzero
chiral perturbations, but has negligible O�(m ! 1)
within the error-bars. This means that the topological
SL phase is robust against chirality and one needs to
provide ⌧ -symmetry-breaking terms larger than a finite-
value, namely Jcritical

�
, to impose a chiral groundstate.

To further predict this small Jcritical
�

, we applied a fit of

b̃0 + b̃1J b̃2
�

to the data and find Jcritical
�

= (� b0
b1
)

1
b2 =

0.0014(1). These results also suggest the existence of
a second order phase transition toward the CSL phase.
This is consistent with the suggestion from Wietek and
Läuchli84, and may clarify the results of Hu et al.87,
where it is unclear if O� would be zero or not in the
J� ! 0 limit.

X. CONCLUSION

We have presented comprehensive results for the phase
diagram of the J1-J2 Heisenberg model on triangular
lattices, using infinite-length YC structures. Using the
Binder ratio of the magnetization order parameter, Ur,
Eq. (31), and TOS columns of the momentum-resolved
ES, we have obtained phase boundaries and character-
ized the nature of the symmetry breaking magnetic or-
der. We found that the Binder ratio reliably detects
phase boundaries between magnetically ordered states,
even when using SU(2) symmetry, where the order pa-
rameter itself is zero by construction. We identified
the 120�-ordered groundstate as a three-sublattice LRO
with full SU(2)-symmetry-breaking in the thermody-
namic limit; the columnar-ordered groundstate as a two-
sublattice LRO with partial SU(2)-symmetry-breaking
at the thermodynamic limit, and confirm the nonmag-
netic nature of the SL states on infinite cylinders of
widths up to 12 sites. In addition, we have discovered
the stabilization of a new ASL phase, with power-law
correlation lengths, for width-6 infinite cylinders. We
have pinpointed the phase transitions between the infi-
nite cylinder’s groundstates of the THM, precisely, us-
ing the Binder ratios. The transitions are relatively
close to the phase boundaries found from the direct mea-
surements of the local order parameters using fDMRG
on Ly = 3, 4, 5, 6-cylinders, and short-range correlations
and fidelity susceptibility phase diagrams from iDMRG
calculations. In addition, for the columnar order, we
have numerically proved that the entropies consistently
obey SEE = a0(Ly) + (↵0 + ↵1Ly) log(⇠), a mixture of
the area-law and the quantum critical behavior, as ex-
pected for the magnetic phases built by the inherently
one-dimensional SU(2)-symmetric iMPS ansatz. To the
best of our knowledge, a set of numerical tools to ef-
ficiently distinguish and classify LROs were previously
absent in the SU(2)-symmetric iDMRG literature. Con-
sidering the advantages of SU(2)-symmetric calculations,
we suggest that the proposed methods can be applied
widely to detect symmetry broken states using the iMPS.

Finally, to unravel the true nature of time-reversal
symmetry-breaking in the topological SL, we have in-
vestigated the robustness of YC8-̂i sector under perturb-
ing HJ2 with a chiral term, Eq. (35) (it was previously
suggested77 that YC8-̂i states are prone to become chi-
ral under applying bond anisotropies to the Hamilto-
nian). The results of the scalar chiral order parameter,

O�(m ! 1), versus J� can be fitted using b̃0+b̃1J b̃2
�

with

Triangular lattice antiferromagnet
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J2/J1 = 1/8; critical J� = 0.0014
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Giant thermal Hall conductivity in the pseudogap 
phase of cuprate superconductors
G. Grissonnanche1*, A. Legros1,2, S. Badoux1, E. Lefrançois1, V. Zatko1, M. Lizaire1, F. Laliberté1, A. Gourgout1, J.-S. Zhou3,  
S. Pyon4,5, T. Takayama4,6, H. Takagi4,6,7,8, S. Ono9, N. Doiron-Leyraud1 & L. Taillefer1,10*

The nature of the pseudogap phase of the copper oxides (‘cuprates’) 
remains a puzzle. Although there are indications that this phase 
breaks various symmetries, there is no consensus on its fundamental 
nature1. Fermi-surface, transport and thermodynamic signatures 
of the pseudogap phase are reminiscent of a transition into a phase 
with antiferromagnetic order, but evidence for an associated long-
range magnetic order is still lacking2. Here we report measurements 
of the thermal Hall conductivity (in the x–y plane, κxy) in the 
normal state of four different cuprates—La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4, 
La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4, La2−xSrxCuO4 and Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6+δ. We 
show that a large negative κxy signal is a property of the pseudogap 
phase, appearing at its critical hole doping, p*. It is also a property 
of the Mott insulator at p ≈ 0, where κxy has the largest reported 
magnitude of any insulator so far3. Because this negative κxy signal 
grows as the system becomes increasingly insulating electrically, it 
cannot be attributed to conventional mobile charge carriers. Nor is 
it due to magnons, because it exists in the absence of magnetic order. 
Our observation is reminiscent of the thermal Hall conductivity of 
insulators with spin-liquid states4–6, pointing to neutral excitations 
with spin chirality7 in the pseudogap phase of cuprates.

Among the different families of unconventional superconductors, 
magnetism and superconductivity are often closely associated8. A nota-
ble exception is the family of hole-doped cuprates, where superconduc-
tivity mostly coexists instead with the pseudogap phase, which is an 
enigmatic state of matter whose nature remains unclear1. The critical 
doping p* (for the onset of the pseudogap phase) bears the hallmarks 
of an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point2, with a sharp drop in 
the carrier density n from n ≈ 1 + p above p* to n ≈ p below p*, a 
resistivity linear with temperature T, and a specific heat with a log(1/T) 
dependence. Yet, there is no evidence for long-range magnetic order 
appearing at p*. However, numerical solutions of the Hubbard model 
have shown that a pseudogap phase can arise from short-range antifer-
romagnetic correlations9. It has been argued that an exotic state with 
topological order can account for such a pseudogap and for the drop 
in carrier density without breaking translational symmetry10, but the 
low-energy excitations of such a state have yet to be detected.

In recent years, the thermal Hall effect has emerged as a powerful 
probe of magnetic texture and topological excitations in insulators.  
On the theory side, a non-zero thermal Hall conductivity κxy was 
shown to arise even without long-range magnetic order, either from the 
spin chirality of a paramagnetic state7 or from fractionalized (topolog-
ical) excitations in a spin liquid11. On the experimental side, a sizeable 
κxy has been measured in insulators without magnetic order, such as 
the spin-ice system Tb2Ti2O7 (ref. 12) and the spin-liquid systems RuCl3 
(ref. 4), volborthite5 and Ca kapellasite6.

In cuprates, studies of κxy have so far been limited to the super-
conducting state13–15, except for the case of YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCO) at 
p = 0.11, where κxy was measured in the field-induced normal state16, 

which has charge-density-wave order2. See Methods for a discussion 
of this particular case.

Here, we investigate the thermal Hall response of the pseu-
dogap phase via measurements of κxy in four different cuprate 
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Fig. 1 | Phase diagram and thermal Hall conductivity of cuprates.  
a, Temperature–doping phase diagram of Nd-LSCO, Eu-LSCO and LSCO, 
showing the antiferromagnetic phase below the Néel temperature TN and 
the pseudogap phase below T* (ref. 29), which ends at the critical doping 
p* = 0.23 for both Nd-LSCO (ref. 17) and Eu-LSCO (ref. 30). For LSCO, 
p* ≈ 0.18 (ref. 29). Short-range incommensurate spin order occurs below 
Tm, as measured by µSR on Nd-LSCO (squares21), Eu-LSCO (circles31) and 
LSCO (triangles32). The coloured vertical strips indicate the temperature 
range where the thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T at the corresponding 
doping decreases towards negative values at low temperature (see b).  
b, Thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T versus temperature in a field H = 15 T, 
for four materials and dopings as indicated, colour-coded with the vertical 
strips in a. On the right vertical axis, the magnitude of κxy/T is expressed 
in fundamental units of thermal conductance per plane (kB

2/ħ).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Comparison of cuprates to other oxides. a, 
Thermal conductivity of two isostructural oxides, plotted as κxx/T versus 
T at H = 0, namely Y2Ti2O7 (red) and Tb2Ti2O7 (blue) (data points39). The 
presence of disordered magnetic moments in Tb2Ti2O7 produces a strong 
scattering of phonons, seen as a massive suppression of κxx (15-fold at 
T = 15 K). b, Field dependence of κxx, plotted as ∆κxx(H)/κxx(0) versus H, 
with ∆κxx = κxx(H) − κxx(0), at T = 15 K (blue data points12). The strong 
effect of field (30% in 8 T) is a direct signature of the strong coupling 
between phonons and spins in Tb2Ti2O7. Also shown is the transverse 
response in Tb2Ti2O7 at T = 15 K, plotted as κxy/T versus H (red data 
points12). Note that in Y2Ti2O7, κxy = 0 (ref. 12). c, Thermal conductivity of 

two Nd-LSCO samples, on either side of p* (red, p = 0.24; blue, p = 0.21), 
plotted as κxx/T versus T at H = 18 T (data points). We see that contrary 
to Tb2Ti2O7 (a), the appearance of the negative κxy signal in Nd-LSCO 
below p* is not accompanied by a large suppression of κxx (see Extended 
Data Fig. 3). d, Same as b but for LSCO p = 0.06, with the same x-axis 
and y-axis scales and data taken at (nearly) the same temperature (data 
points). We see that the situation in LSCO is very different to that found 
in Tb2Ti2O7 (b): instead of having a small κxy and a large ∆κxx (b), we now 
have a large κxy and a small ∆κxx. Quantitatively, κxy/∆κxx ≈ 1 in LSCO 
and approximately 0.01 in Tb2Ti2O7, at T = 15 K and H = 8 T (Table 1).


